
Agriculture Technology (AgTech) Defined

AgTech Opportunity

AgTech includes software, machine learning, equipment and data management. More and more, AgTech
is extending beyond the farm field and also includes many scientific approaches like biology, soil science,
and genetics. 

The use of technology and science to optimize food
production, farm management, soil health, supply chain,
logistics and decision making.

FM AgTech Ecosystem 

John Deere Intelligent Solutions Group, CNH (Case New Holland) Industrial, Butler Machinery,
RDO Equipment, Red E, Titan Machinery, Bobcat, Amity Technology, Appareo Systems (AGCO),
American Crystal Sugar, CHS, Tharaldson Ethanol, SB&B Foods

As agriculture continues to evolve, regional
innovators and technology developers are working
with agronomists, soil scientists, and crop experts to
understand and validate platforms and innovative
solutions that translate to real value on the farm. 

701x, AgVeris, Field of View, Genesis Feed
Technologies, Bushel, Harvest Profit, Intelligent
Ag. Solutions, Levridge / Stoneridge Software,
Microsoft, New Age Farming, Razor Tracking,
Sentera, Soiltech Wireless, Smart Ag, Farm QA,
Satshot, BotLink/Packet Digital

Some of the biggest and strongest brands in ag equipment,
technology, and manufacturing have been born or grown
here. 

Greater FM Economic Development Corporation 
Targeted Growth Sector

Companies - a regional cluster

Automation – tractors, planters, and other
equipment 
Farm Robotics and Smart Equipment / IOT
Carbon Tech / Climate Technologies
Agrifinance
Farm Management

The sector broadly encompasses a variety of technical and scientific subsectors, each of which having a
unique set of use cases and drawing attention from a unique set of investors, users and industry
stakeholders.

Biologic soil inputs
Imagery and Drone Analytics
Remote Sensing & Analytics
Indoor Farming
Plant breeding



NDSU

NDSU research has contributed to the development of agriculture in the region through countless innovations in
fields directly and tangentially related to agriculture, natural resource management, and foods and food
products. More than 90% of the income from patents and licensing at NDSU is derived from agriculture. NDSU
has developed an undergraduate major in Precision Agriculture (one of two in the nation) and has strong
research capability in agriculture, engineering, and other fields related to production agriculture, engineering,
and related fields.

Plug and Play AgTech Accelerator

Plug and Play is creating the world’s most effective Agtech platform to find and develop new applications in
automation, analytics, sustainability, and supply chain. From automation and robotics to connected livestock,
discover the next generation of farming.

Vantis
North Dakota’s statewide unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) network, the
first of its kind in the nation. Created by North Dakota with an initial investment in 2019, Vantis provides turnkey
support to commercial and public UAS operators through infrastructure and regulatory approvals allowing
applications and usability over a variety of industries.

Grand Farm
Grand Farm is a North Dakota non-profit that
accelerates collaboration and innovation to
develop technologies for the farm of the
future by being a neutral platform for
industry (including startups), growers, higher
education, and government to collaborate on
autonomous and advanced agriculture
technology. 

Grand Farm works regularly with companies
and startups from around the world to better
understand their products, provide
capabilities for demonstration and
development, validate technology solutions,
and to amplify the technologies in agriculture.
Grand Farm has a test site and is building an
innovation facility in Casselton, North Dakota.

A strong foundation of education, partnerships and programs translates into a lot of potential opportunity.
NDSU research capabilities, Grand Farm, Plug N Play, NDSCS and company assets and more combine to give
the FM region a distinct advantage in developing and commercializing AgTech innovation. Here are a few of the
many ecosystem partners:

Ecosystem Partners

Proximity to world class research, innovative agriculture
infrastructure, ag equipment and technology experts,
agronomists and ag scientists here in the Red River Valley. 



GFMEDC Goals

The GFMEDC has prioritized AgTech as a targeted sector. Taking
advantage of our regional assets to support the region's
economic growth and diversification.   

Increase the number of companies in the market from 23 to 30 by 2025
Increase new jobs from 5,322 in 2020 to 6,700 by 2025
Support the growth of the Gross Regional Product (GRP) from $1.1 billion (2021) to $1.3 billion by 2025

Attract and retain qualified Ag Tech talent

GFMEDC AgTech sector metrics:

Strengthen Workforce 

Increase amount of risk capital invested in the region 

20212013
$1.1B $10.5B

According to PitchBook, investment in the Agtech sector has grown significantly over the past eight years
from $1.1 billion in 2013 (148 deals) to reach it's highest level of $10.5 Billion in 2021 (751 deals).

Market Opportunity

The GFMEDC's five-year strategic plan establishes key goals and measurements driving our activities to
support the growth of the AgTech Sector. 

Advancement of the goals below include continued and enhanced partnership and alignment with ecosystem
partners, targeted outreach to ag tech talent and companies, participation at key industry conference and
events.

5,322

$611.6M

Jobs 2020
44% above national average

Earnings (2021) 

+4.9%

$103,289
% change (2010-2020)
Nation: +46.8%

Avg. Earnings Per Job
Nation $144,883

$1 .1B
Total GRP (2021)

The Fargo Moorhead area of the Red River Valley is a hotspot for AgTech talent with 5,202 jobs in AgTech
related industries. The national average for a region this size is 3,895. Over the last year, 173 employers have
competed for this talent with top positions in fields such as software engineering, cloud solution architects, and
more. 

AgTech Industries in Fargo Moorhead MSA
Ecosystem Data



Greater Fargo Moorhead EDC
51 Broadway Suite 500

www.GFMEDC.com
www.LiveInFMArea.com | www.FMAreaTour.com

According to PitchBook, "ag tech startups are capitalizing on innovative
technologies that promise financial, social and environmental

returns...companies are expected to continue drawing substantial
investment amid demand for environmentally friendly agricultural

practices and an increasing awareness of climate change and food
security issues."

Pitch Book 2021 Annual Ag Tech Report

"The decision for Soiltech to choose Fargo as the hub for our Midwest
operations was an easy one. There is a genuine enthusiasm to foster
development and provide true support to growing companies in the Fargo
Moorhead region. GFMEDC, The Grand Farm and Plug and Play did not just
talk – they took real action. They warmly welcomed Soiltech, helped facilitate
meaningful connections and made the process of developing a presence
there truly seamless. We look forward to expanding our operations in the
region and hope to help the agriculture industry with our technology." 

Ehsan Soltan, Founder & CEO, Soiltech


